Double Door Quadrant
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

www.aquadart.co.uk

Tools Required

6
2.75

PH2 TYPE

This product should be installed by a suitably qualified and proficient person. The fitting instructions should be
followed carefully to ensure a proper and safe installation. Failure to follow these instructions could result in future
injury.
These instructions and list of parts assume that installation is done against solid/tiled walls.
Please check this product for damage prior to starting the installation. No claims can be made after the product has
been fitted.
PLEASE NOTE :The minimum and maximum adjustment sizes noted on the product brochures are based on
perfectly plumb walls and trays.
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Box Contents
SN

Description

Qty

SN

Description

Qty

1

Wall Profile

2

17

Glass Clip

4

2

Cover Profile

2

18

Stopper

4

3

Upright Profile

2

19

Cover Cap

4

4

Horizontal Profile

2

20

Buffer

4

5

U Shape Seal - A

2

21

Soft Closing Buffer

2 SET

6

U Shape Seal - B

2

22

Profile Clip

10

Seal

4

2

23

Top Roller

8

Upright Seal-6-14.5mm

2

24

Bottom Roller

4

9

Upright Seal-8-16.5mm

2

25

Handle

2

7

10

Magnetic Seal - L

1

26

Wall Plug

8

11

Magnetic Seal - R

1

27

Screw ST3.5x10

8

12

Upright Profile Cap

2

28

Screw ST4x30

8

13

Wall Profile Cap-L

1

14

Wall Profile Cap-R

1

15

Horizontal Profile Cap-L

2

16

Horizontal Profile Cap-R

2

29

Screw ST4x30

8

30

Side Glass Panel

2

31

Moving Glass Panel

2

2

FIXING KIT COMPONENTS, SITE CONDITIONS
FIXING KIT
Venturi 8 Handle

Bottom Roller
x4

Top Roller
x4

Handle inside part × 2

Cover Cap
x8

Handle outside part × 2
Washer × 8

Screw Cap A × 2

Wall Profile Cap
×2

Round head screw × 4
M5×24

Upright Profile Cap
×2

Screw
ST4x30
16 pcs

Wall Plug
6 pcs

Horizontal Profile Cap
×4

Screw
3.5x10
8 pcs

Screw nut × 4pcs
Handle × 2

Jackscrew × 4 M4x8

Glass Clip
x4

Profile Clip
x 10

Soft Closing Buffer
X4

IMPORTANT - Missing Components
Please check this product for missing components prior to installation.
For spare parts visit ww w.aquadart.co.uk

IMPORTANT - Installation site
1. Ensure the top surface of the shower tray on which the enclosure will be installed is level in every direction.
2. The tiles or other wall finishing should be effectively sealed at tray edges.
3. Tiles should extend at least to the corner of the tray and a minimum of 1.9 meters from the top of the tray.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1

1 - Install the shower tray following the tray
installation guide.

Outside enclosure

2

Inside enclosure

2a

2a

2b

b1

2a - Drop the silicone into the groove
of the raill profile along with the pre-fitted
seal,then push 1x horizontal rail onto the
bottom of 1x fixed panel.
2b - Insert the horizontal profile cap(left
and right) then fix the pieces together
using 2 x ST4x30 fixing screws through
the metal profile of the fixed panels and into
the end of the horizontal rail,then attach the
other fixed panel to the horizontal profile in
the same way. Once both fixed panels are
attached to the bottom horizontal rail repeat
for the top horizontal rail.
Note:put a little bit of silicone in the corner
of the profile cap and the horizontal profile
as the diagram shown(B),the other size needs
sealing in the same way(b1).
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3a

3b

3a - Push the wall channels onto the edges
of the assembly as illustrated and then position the assembly onto the shower tray as
shown (roughly 10mm from the outer edge
of the tray).
3b - Upright the wall channels using a spirit
level and mark the 4 pre-drilled screw points
through each of the wall channels onto the
wall.
NOTE: you may find it easier to mark and
drill the wall if you apply masking tape to it
first.
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Inside enclosure

Outside enclosure

4

4 - Remove the assembly and drill the
marked points using an 6 mm masonry drill
bit, once this is done insert 8 x wall plugs
into the holes.
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5

6

5 - Reposition the assembly and fix the wall
channels to the wall using 8 x ST4x30 long
screws (4 per channel)

6 - Whilst ensuring that the bottom of the
assembly is held snug to the shower tray
and that all parts are level and upright, fix the
assembly to the wall channels by drilling
through the pre drilled holes in the wall
channels into the profiles of the fixed panels
using a 2.75 mm metal drill bit. Then secure
using 6 x ST3.5x10 short screws (4 per wall
channel).
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8

Top Roller

7

Inside enclosure

Outside enclosure

7

Inside enclosure

Bottom Roller

7 - Push the shorter 2 of the 4 water seals
onto the exposed glass edges of the fixed
panels, the flaps should face into the shower
as illustrated.

NOTE: If all water seals are the same size
then some trimming may be required.

8 - Attach the handle making sure that the
rubber washers that come with the handle
are placed between the handles and the
glass.

Outside enclosure

The next step is to push the longer water
seals onto the edges of both of the doors
furthest from the handles (the flaps should
face out of the enclosure).

Inside enclosure

Then push the magnet plastic extrusions
onto the edges closest to the handles, make
sure that the magnets are the right way up
and will be attracted to each other.

Outside enclosure

Fit the rollers to the door. Ensure that the
wheels of the rollers are facing away from the
enclosure. Ensure the top rollers are fixed to
the top of the door and the bottom rollers are
fixed to the bottom of the door.
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9 - Once the doors are ready they need to
be hung in the enclosure.
Start by lifting one of the doors up and
guiding the top support wheels into the top
horizontal rail, then using the quick release
mechanism on the bottom wheels guide
them into the bottom horizontal rail as
shown.
Repeat for the second door.
If the wheels do not fit into the rail, the door
can be lowered by adjusting the top runners,
The bottom runners are also adjustable.
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10 - Once you are happy that the installation
is correct and that the doors are running
smoothly, push the cover caps onto the top
of the wall channels as shown, (smaller top
cap first followed by the larger wall channel
top cap).
Next push the wall channel snap on covers
onto the inside edge of the wall channels.
Once this is done silicone the outside of the
enclosure where the metal profiles meet the
walls and the tray.
To finally seal the installation, plug the small
holes at the end of the fixed panel glass with
a dab of silicone and insert the glass clips as
illustrated.
Do not use the enclosure for 24 hours.
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